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Ruth Writes is a Liverpool-based blog, that
began back in May 2010, following graduating
with a Journalism degree. The blog covers T W I T T E R
beauty, skincare, travel and food. Ruth Writes is
an all-round, micro-inflluencer lifestyle
you canblog
use Twitter to build connections with a
documenting growth as I progress relevant
from myaudience.
early
These connections can lead
twenties, into my 30's.to actions across a network of loyal customers

for your business.
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Over the past eight years,
Ruth Writes has collaborated
with a variety of food, travel
and beauty brands including;

BRANDS
FACEBOOK
It’s a great opportunity for a company to
make online sales, get a following around the
brand, create a platform where customers can
discuss the products.

ENGAGEMENT

INSTAGRAM

Google Analytics Stats
Monthly Visitors - 1500
Instagram’s
uniquehighly
visitors
curated and personal
Average time on page
environment,
- 8 minutes
the content is seen as
trustworthy, authentic and relevant, and
Instagram referral traffic
subsequently,
- 400 per
more
month
likely to inspire action.
Instagram impressions - 2700

COVERAGE COSTS
TUMBLR
Blog Posts and Social Posts Costs
Tumblr is the best place for creators to find an
Non-dedicated
brand
postare
with
specified
audience
for their content.
There
over
200 link and anchor text £70
Dedicated
brand
post with
specified
link and anchor text - £100
million blogs
publishing
80 million
posts
per day.

Social media coverage - Brand dedicated Tweet or Instagram post with
#ad #spon - £10

SOCIAL STATS

PINTEREST

All blog posts are promoted and tagged
across both Twitter & Instagram - my two most
Pinterest is an online tool for collecting
engaging social platforms.
and organising images, has become
important for some, particularly designers.
Twitter - @ruthwritesPR 1280 followers
Instagram - @ruthwrites_ 700 followers
Contact ruthwritessblogger@gmail.com for more information.

